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5. HARTS

the benchmark audit in
operational performance

HA - RT - S

H azard A wareness & R isk T olerance S ustainably

Are day to day operations as safe as they
can be? Are you a high performing team?
Can you improve?
Sustainability in Performance.

But how do we deal with what is an

What is acceptable and what is not?

acceptable or unacceptable risk appetite?

We create habits and habitual

Three years in the making, 1500

behaviors are repetitive but not all

days of observed behaviour, collated

habits are positive.

evidence, benchmarked data and

We learn by doing, we improve through

demonstrable results.

repetition and we excel when we

HARTS is the culmination of multi-

develop the right habits through doing

site, multi-country research and

things the right way, day in day out.

development. HARTS encompasses

Every individual identifies hazards
differently. We perceive risk
independent of our acceptance,
our tolerance, for risk.

diverse culture, language and
operational experience. HARTS is

EXCELLENCE IN DAY TO DAY OPERATIONS
Achieving integrity in operations is a

and easy to understand. So why is it so

goal for every workplace. It looks simple

hard to achieve day to day excellence

enough. The elements are clear, concise

in safe operations?

HARTS benchmarks
three key elements
 Hazard Awareness and how
people accept the hazard

 Risk Tolerance and how daily
rig safety reflects this

 Sustainability in performance.

proven to reduce the tolerance for

What is accepted and what

risk behavior in operations.

is not?

proven global experience
we make it happen
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. . . we make it happen

global experience - we deliver when it counts
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